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The Water Knife
In Paolo Bacigalupi’s
newest novel, the
American Southwest has
been decimated by drought.
Angel Velasquez “cuts” water
for the Southern Nevada Water
Authority ensuring that their
lush, luxurious arcology devel-
opments can bloom in the desert
and that anyone who challenges them is left in the
gutted-suburban dust. When rumors of a game-
changing water source surface in Phoenix, Angel is
sent to investigate. With a wallet full of identities and
a tricked-out Tesla, Angel arrows south, where water
is more valuable than gold, alliances shift like sand,
and the only truth in the desert is that someone will
have to bleed if anyone hopes to drink. $25.95,
Knopf, 9780385352871.

The Sunken Cathedral
Marie and Simone are widows in their seventies, yet
robust, engaged, appetiteful, even ready to find love
again. They were immigrants, sur-
vivors of World War II in Europe,
and now are living alone in the
houses where they raised their chil-
dren. In a chorus of voices, Kate
Walbert, a “wickedly smart, gor-
geous writer” (The NYT Book
Review), explores the growing dis-
connect between the world of action
her characters inhabit and the long-
ings, desires, and doubts they expe-
rience. Interweaving narrative foot-
notes, Walbert paints portraits of

marriage, friendship,
and love. The Sunken
Cathedral is a stunningly

beautiful, profoundly wise
novel about the way we 
live now. $25, Scribner,
9781476799322.

The Water Museum
From one of America’s preeminent literary voices
comes a new story collection that proves once again
why the writing of Luis Alberto Urrea has been
called “wickedly good” (Kansas City Star), “cinemat-
ic and charged” (Cleveland Plain Dealer), and “stud-
ded with delights” (Chicago Tribune). Examin-ing the
borders between one nation and another, between
one person and another, Urrea reveals his mastery of
the short form. Suffused with wanderlust, compas-
sion, and no small amount of rock and roll, The
Water Museum is a collection that confirms Luis
Alberto Urrea as an American master. $25, Little
Brown, 9780316334372.
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Welcome to summer! As
the sun climbs high, our
thoughts turn, as always,
to BOOKS! We love
books, and it is increasing-
ly evident everyone else
does too.

In January, Publisher’s Weekly reported BookScan’s
2014 sales figures, and their results are encouraging
and exciting:

• 2% increase in sales of print books over 2013
• 3% and 4% increase in hardcover and trade 

paperback sales
• an amazing 17% increase in children’s board

books! 
• 22% increase in print book sales during the final

week of December holiday shopping when 
compared to the same week in 2013

What do those numbers mean in the real world?
Another nail in the coffin of the idea that print is
dead.  It’s been eight years since the debut of the
Kindle, and print books continue to outsell e-books.
Readers want to touch the covers, smell the pages,
feel the heft of a beautiful novel or cookbook, and
enjoy all the other advantages of a real book. Even
those of us who own an e-reader still buy print books.
And beach reading? It’s pretty easy to shake the sand
out of a paperback copy of Gone Girl—not so much
with a Nook. Books are still around, and they’re
clearly not going anywhere.

That’s why you’re reading this letter, and that’s why
you continue to support independent bookstores
like Octavia Books. You’re the reason books still
flourish in a landscape of Netflix binges and
Snapchats. And you’re the reason we do what we
do—because we both know what it’s like to hold that
fresh-smelling hardcover in your hand.

There’s a great selection of books in this summer
issue of The Octavian—novels and picture books,
adventure, love and life. Everything you need to
make your summer reading list sizzle. We’ve got new
books from Paolo Bacigalupi, Oliver Sacks, and Neal
Stephenson. We’ve got cookbooks and memoirs,
including Elizabeth Bard’s Picnic in Provence. We’ve
got Malala Yousafasai, Emma Straub, and Hilary
Clinton new in paperback. We’ve even got Questlove.

We can’t wait to put one of these books in your hand.
Thanks for all you do to keep print alive. It’s a great
time to be booksellers, and we wouldn’t want to be
anywhere else. We look forward to seeing you soon at
Octavia Books!

Dear Booklover,

Holly Devon recommends:
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow: My Life 
by Sophia Loren
“Don’t ever try to disguise yourself in order to approach an ideal. Think of the irreg-
ularities as the Treasure—which they really are.”

While the luminous queen of Italian cinema would come to be known as one of the
world’s most exquisite beauties, early in her career her unorthodox looks earned her
a reputation of being “impossible to photograph—her face is too short, her mouth
is too big, and her nose is too long.” Fortunately she tended to take her own advice,

and her strong sense of self remained unshaken throughout her vibrant career acting with some of cinema’s
most legendary figures. Taking the reader from the desperate childhood years of scarcity in war-torn Naples
to glamorous Rome, Loren’s autobiography is filled with the same passion, good humor, and generosity of
spirit that she brought to each of her roles. To read it is to fall utterly in love with the tenacious beauty, who
throughout her trials and triumphs always maintained her indomitable joie de vivre. 

Judith Lafitte recommends:
Circus Mirandus 
by Cassie Beasley
Throughout his life, Micah’s Grandfather Ephraim has told him fantastical stories of
the Circus Mirandus. When Micah’s grandfather becomes gravely ill, his dour Great-
Aunt Gertrudis arrives to take care of Micah and severely restricts his time with his
grandfather. Afraid he may not last very long, Grandpa Ehprain tells Micah that the
circus is real and that the Lightbender owes him a miracle.  Will Micah be able to
find the circus and get the Lightbender to own up to his promise?

Woundabout
by Lev Rosen
Illustrated by Ellis Rosen
Connor, Cordelia and their pet capybara are sent to live with their eccentric aunt
who lives in a precariously perched town where the mayor has ruled that no one is
allowed to ask questions. The town is very windy and neither flowers nor trees seem
to grow there. As they are walking through a park, they discover a mysterious crank
that seems to fits into odd locations throughout the town producing unusual
effects. Now the Mayor is hot on their trail to prevent any further changes from hap-
pening. After all, change, says the mayor, is something to fear!

May We Recommend …



Women’s Lives Secret Histories
Dietland
Awaiting weight-loss surgery, Plum Kettle works as a writer
answering fan mail for a teen girls’ magazine. When a myste-
rious woman starts following her, Plum stumbles into an
underground community of empowered women. Simul-
taneously, a guerrilla group called “Jennifer” begins terroriz-
ing a world that mistreats women. As Plum grapples with her
personal struggles, she becomes entangled in a sinister plot
with explosive consequences. Sarai Walker’s bold and funny
debut novel takes on the beauty industry, gender inequality,
and our weight loss obsession from the inside out, and with
fists flying. $26, Houghton Mifflin, 9780544373433.

Eat My Heart Out 
Half-liberated, half-drunk, Anne-Marie is twenty-three, spi-
raling, and ironically detached when she meets Stephanie, a
supremely serious, second wave feminist who becomes her
mentor. Hilarious and unapologetic, this novel is a satirical
look at the state of the post-post-feminist world and illumi-
nates how—no matter what young women do—they are con-
demned for their sexual desires, career choices, and everyday
philosophies. Art critic Zoe Pilger’s debut novel gives readers
a foul-mouthed Nancy Mitford for the Gawker generation.
$17.95, Feminist, 9781558618855.

Saint Maizie
Bestselling author Jami Attenberg introduces us to Mazie
Phillips: big-hearted and bawdy, she’s the truth-telling propri-
etress of The Venice, the famed New York City movie theater.
When the Great Depression hits, Mazie’s life is on the brink
of transformation. Addicts and bums roam the Bowery; home-
lessness is rampant. If Mazie won’t help them, then who?
When she opens the doors of The Venice to those in need, this
ticket-taking, fun-time girl becomes the beating heart of the
Lower East Side. $25, Grand Central, 9781455599899.

How to Start a Fire
When UC Santa Cruz roommates Anna and Kate find passed-
out Georgiana on the lawn, they wheel her to their dorm in a
shopping cart. Twenty years later, they gather around a camp-
fire on the lawn of a New England mansion. What happens in
between—the web of wild adventures, unspoken jealousies,
and sudden tragedies—is charted with sharp wit and aching
sadness in this meticulously constructed novel. Shot through
with crackling dialogue, irresistible characters, and propulsive
narrative drive, author Lisa Lutz pays homage to the abiding,
irrational love we share with the family we choose. $25,
Houghton Mifflin, 9780544411630.

The Rocks
What was the mysterious, catastrophic event that drove
two honeymooners apart so suddenly and absolutely in
1948 that they never spoke again despite living on the
same island for sixty more years? And how did their his-
tory shape the Romeo and Juliet-like romance of their
(unrelated) children decades later? Set against dramatic
Mediterranean Sea views and lush olive groves, Peter
Nichols’ The Rocks is a double love story that begins with
a mystery, then moves backward in time, era by era, to
unravel what really happened decades earlier. $27.95,
Riverhead, 9781594633317.

Medicine Walk
When Franklin Starlight is called to visit his estranged
father Eldon, he finds the old man on the edge of death,
decimated by years of drinking. The two undertake a dif-
ficult journey into the mountainous backcountry, search-
ing for a burial place for Eldon, and he tells his son the
story of his life—from an impoverished childhood to
combat in the Korean War and his shell-shocked return.
Globe and Mail calls Richard Wagamese’s new book “a
novel about the role of stories in our lives, those we tell
ourselves about ourselves and those we agree to live by.”
$24, Milkweed, 9781571311153.

In the Country
A globe-trotting short-story collection from an exciting
new writer, Mia Alvar’s stunning debut gives us a vivid,
character-driven picture of the Filipino diaspora: exiles
and emigrants and wanderers uprooting their families to
begin new lives in the Middle East and America—and,
sometimes, turning back. Exploring the universal experi-
ence of loss, displacement, and the longing to connect
across borders both real and imagined, In the Country
speaks to the heart of everyone who has ever searched
for a place to call home. $26.95, Knopf, 9780385352819.

I’d Walk With My Friends 
If I Could Find Them 
In this powerful debut novel, three American soldiers
haunted by Afghanistan search for absolution and human
connection in family and civilian life. Wintric Ellis joins
the army out of high school, leaving his backwoods
California town. Two career soldiers, Dax and Torres,
take Wintric under their wing. Together, these men face
an impossible choice: risk death or commit a harrowing
act of war. Jesse Goolsby casts backward and forward in
time to track these unforgettable characters from child-
hood to parenthood, from redwood forests to the streets
of Kabul. $24, Houghton Mifflin, 9780544380981. 
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Method 15/33
Imagine a helpless, pregnant 16-year-old who’s just been
yanked from the serenity of her home and shoved into a
dirty van. Kidnapped. Alone. Terrified. Now forget her.
Picture instead a pregnant, 16-year-old, manipulative 
prodigy. She is shoved into a dirty van and, from the first
moment of her kidnapping, feels a calm desire for two
things: to save her unborn son and to exact merciless
revenge. Shannon Kirk’s debut thriller imagines what hap-
pens when the victim is just as cold as the captors. $26.95,
Oceanview, 9781608091454.

The Ghost Network
Famous pop singer Molly Metropolis disappears on her
way to a performance in Chicago, her cell phone aban-
doned. Molly’s assistant joins a pop journalist in a desper-
ate search for Molly using her songs and journal as a guide.
They find a map of half-completed train lines underneath
Chicago, which leads them to the subterranean headquar-
ters of an obscure intellectual sect. But if a superstar can
disappear without a trace, what can happen to these young
women? Debut novelist Catie Disabato bursts on the
scene with an ingeniously plotted, witty, haunting mystery.
$16.96, Melville House, 9781612194349.

Zodiac Station
The Terra Nova batters its way through the Arctic sea
when a figure skis out of the fog on the pack ice. He says
he’s the lone survivor of a terrible accident at the research
outpost Zodiac Station. But other survivors are discov-
ered, and it seems the grim fate of the station may involve
greed, jealousy, oil company trickery, Russian espionage,
genetic experimentation, and global warming. The truth is
something no one could have imagined. Tom Harper’s
fast-paced thriller is as chilling and unpredictable as the
fierce Arctic landscape. $14.99, Harper Paperbacks,
9780062371300.

The Ice Twins
From debut novelist S.K. Tremayne comes a terrifying psy-
chological thriller. A year after one of their identical twin
daughters, Lydia, dies in an accident, Angus and Sarah
Moorcroft move to a tiny Scottish island, hoping to piece
together their shattered lives. But when their surviving
daughter, Kirstie, claims that she in fact is Lydia, their
world comes crashing down once again. And then a violent
storm leaves Sarah and Kirstie (or is it Lydia?) stranded,
and they are forced to confront what really happened on
that fateful day. $26, Grand Central, 9781455586059. 

Chilling Thrillers Worlds Not Our Own

4

Seveneves
From sci-fi master Neal Stephenson: a catastrophic event
renders the earth a ticking time bomb. Nations around the
globe devise an ambitious plan to ensure the survival of
humanity far beyond our atmosphere, in outer space. But the
unpredictability of human nature coupled with unforeseen
dangers threaten the intrepid pioneers, until only a handful
of survivors remain. Five thousand years later, their proge-
ny—seven distinct races now three billion strong—embark
on yet another audacious journey… to an alien world utterly
transformed by cataclysm and time: Earth. $35, William
Morrow, 9780062190376.

The Clockwork Crown 
In the second Clockwork novel from Beth Cato, magical
healer Octavia Leander and Alonzo Garrett are on a danger-
ous quest to find answers: Why is Octavia so powerful? Why
is she undergoing a transformation unlike any for hundreds
of years? The truth may rest with the source of her mysteri-
ous healing power—the Lady’s Tree. But the tree lies in a
rough territory known as the Waste. Now Octavia must evade
killers and Clockwork Daggers on a dangerous journey
through a world on the brink of civil war. $14.99, Voyager,
9780062313980.

The Border
World Fantasy award-winning Robert McCammon makes a
triumphant return to epic horror in The Border, a saga of an
Earth devastated by a war between two alien civilizations.
But it is not just the living ships of the Gorgons or the shock
troops of the armored Cyphers that endanger the survivors,
but suicide or even worse, the transformation by pollution
into cannibalistic mutants called Gray Men. Into these des-
perate circumstances comes amnesiac teenager Ethan, who
must master unknowable powers that may prove to be the
last hope for humanity’s salvation. $26.95, Subterranean,
9781596067035.
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If one reads enough books
one has a fighting chance. 
Or better, one’s chances 
of survival increase with 
each book one reads.

— Sherman Alexie
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Hot New Picks in YA
The Boys Who Challenged Hitler
Denmark did not resist German occupation at first.
Ashamed of his nation’s leaders, fifteen-year-old Knud
Pedersen and his schoolmates resolved to take action.
Naming their secret group after the British leader, the young
patriots in the Churchill Club committed countless acts of
sabotage, infuriating the Germans, who eventually had the
boys arrested. But their efforts were not in vain: the boys’
exploits and imprisonment helped spark a full-blown Danish
resistance. Interweaving his own narrative with Knud’s rec-
ollections, Phillip Hoose shares the inspiring story of these
young war heroes. $19.99, Farrar, Straus, Giroux,
9780374300227.

Fell of Dark
A book that challenges the word “powerful” and obliterates
it. Written in searing prose, this is the story of two boys: Erik,
who performs miracles, and Thorn, who hears voices. The
book chronicles their lives as their minds devolve into hallu-
cinations, and shows the way their worlds intersect, culmi-
nating in a final stand-off. Patrick Downes’ debut novel
offers a raw, insightful look at the forces that compel us to
act against our will. Even more so, it captivates and dares us
to look away, knowing full well we can’t. $17.99, Philomel,
9780399172908.

The Alex Crow
Once again blending story strands that transcend time and
place, Grasshopper Jungle author Andrew Smith tells the
story of 15-year-old Ariel, a refugee from the Middle East
who is the sole survivor of an attack on his small village. Now
living with an adoptive family in Sunday, West Virginia,
Ariel’s story of his summer at a boys’ camp for tech detox is
juxtaposed against those of a schizophrenic bomber and the
diaries of a failed arctic expedition from the late nineteenth
century. Oh, and there’s also a depressed bionic reincarnat-
ed crow! $18.99, Dutton, 9780525426530.

Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda is an incredibly funny
and poignant 21st-century coming-of-age, coming-out
story—wrapped in a geek romance—from debut author
Becky Albertalli. Sixteen-year-old not-so-openly gay Simon
Spier prefers to save his drama for the school musical. But
he is being blackmailed: if he doesn’t play wingman for class
clown Martin, his sexual identity will become everyone’s
business. Worse, the privacy of Blue, the pen name of the
boy he’s been emailing, will be compromised, and Simon’s
junior year has suddenly gotten all kinds of complicated.
$17.99, Blazer and Bray, 9780062348678.

An Ember in the Ashes
Under the Martial Empire, defiance is met with death.
But when Laia’s brother is arrested for treason, Laia is
forced to make a decision, risking her life to spy from
within the Empire’s greatest military academy. There,
Laia meets Elias, the school’s finest soldier—and secret-
ly, its most unwilling. He and Laia will soon realize that
their destinies are intertwined—and that their choices
will change the fate of the Empire itself. Experience this
“heart-pounding story of love and loss” from new author
Sabaa Tahir. $19.95, Razorbill, 9781595148032.

Tiny Pretty Things 
Black Swan meets Pretty Little Liars in this new novel from
Sonia Charaipotra and Dhonielle Clayton. At one of
Manhattan’s elite ballet schools, wafer-thin ballerinas
pull their hair into sleek buns and lace their pointe shoes
high, waiting for their chance to shine. But hiding beneath
the polished surface are terrible secrets and twisted lies.
Being a prima isn’t all satin and lace; with the competition
growing fiercer, and pranks growing ever darker, it’s only
a matter of time before one small spark ignites and even
the best get burned. $17.99, HarperTeen, 9780062342393.

Made You Up
In Francesca Zappia’s debut novel, Alex fights a daily bat-
tle against her schizophrenia. Armed with her camera and
a Magic 8 Ball, Alex is determined to stay sane long
enough to get into college. She’s optimistic about her
chances until she runs into Miles. Didn’t she imagine
him? Before she knows it, Alex is making friends, going to
parties, falling in love, and experiencing all the usual rites
of passage for teenagers. But Alex is used to being crazy.
She’s not prepared for normal. $17.99, Greenwillow,
9780062290106.

Alive
Miraculously, seventeen-year-old Stella Cross has
received the transplant she needs to survive her poisoned
heart. But her recovery is marred with strange side
effects: Nightmares. Hallucinations. Then she meets Levi
Zin, the new boy at her Seattle prep school. Stella has
never felt more drawn to anyone in her life, and soon she
is convinced that Levi is her soul mate. Why else would
she literally ache for him when they are apart? Love and
horror intertwine in Chandler Baker’s new supernatural
thriller. $17.99, Disney/Hyperion, 9781484706831.
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Tales for Tots
Song for a Summer Night
On a soft summer evening, children are drawn from
their homes by the sights and sounds of the world after
dark, as domestic and wild animals take their moments
on the nighttime stage. Accomplished children’s poet
Robert Heidbreder creates a world of enchantment,
while Qin Leng’s illustrations conjure the interplay
between our domestic world and one that is just a lit-
tle bit wilder. The evening may be theatrical, but
eventually the curtain falls, and sleepiness beckons.
Ages 3-7, $17.95, Groundwood, 9781554984930.

Only Fish Fall From the Sky
A dreamworld where it rains fish instead of water,
people dance through dinner, and children sleep with
tigers—welcome to the imagination of author/artist
Leif Parsons, whose detailed dreamscapes make Only
Fish Fall From the Sky a charming bedtime book.
Movement infuses every inch of Parsons’ illustrations,
enticing readers to discover surprises like a giant nose
poking out of a city window or a squirrel taking
meticulous notes. Publishers Weekly says, “The first
reading will offer giggles, while Parson’s jam-packed
pages supply a stream of details for subsequent view-
ings.” Ages 3-7, $17.95, POW!, 9781576877579.

Monsters Love Underpants
Underpants are monstrously funny in this playful pic-
ture book from Claire Freedman and Ben Cort—the
team that brought you Dinosaurs Love Underpants
and Pirates Love Underpants. Monsters have differ-
ent ways to scare, but they all love zany underpants!
Every Saturday night, you will find them in a secret
cave, showing off their pants as they dance the
Monster Bop—but they have to make it home
before morning. After all, who would be scared of
monsters in pants that were stripped and dotted?
Ages 4-7, $17.99, Aladdin, 9781481442527.

Ice Cream Summer
From Hans Christian Anderson Award winner and
Caldecott Honoree Peter Sís comes a delicious
tongue-in-cheek vision of summer, dishing up the
scoop on everyone’s favorite frozen treat—and
proving that ice cream enriches the mind as well as
the taste buds. From Kirkus: “In… the exquisitely
detailed images, ice cream appears in many guises:
waves on the beach are scoop-shaped, and sand-
castles have cone turrets; the bases on a ball field
are ice cream sandwiches; even Lady Liberty
holds a cone aloft in place of her torch. Oh, yum.”
Ages 4-8. $17.99, Scholastic, 9780545731614.

Touch the Brightest Star
From sunset to sunrise, watch—and help cre-
ate—the magic of the nighttime sky in this
interactive bedtime story. With lush watercol-
ors and cut-paper collage, Christie Matheson
reveals the magic of the nighttime sky using
the same kinds of toddler-perfect interactive
elements as her acclaimed Tap the Magic Tree.
Wave good-bye to the sun, gently press the
firefly, make a wish on a star, rub the owls on
their heads, and . . . shhhh. A bedtime win-
ner—no matter how many times you read it. Ages 4-8, $15.99, Greenwillow,
9780062274472.

Good Morning to Me!
It’s a sleepy morning in the cottage, but Beatrix
the parrot is wide AWAKE…and she can’t wait
to start the day with her friends. From Lita
Judge, the beloved author-illustrator of Red
Sled, Red Hat, and Flight School, this joyful pic-
ture book is perfect for children who can’t
contain their exuberance—and who might
have a little, tiny, itty bit of trouble using
indoor voices. “Beatrix’s irrepressible character stands out
as brightly as her green and gold plumage.... what better way to start
the day?” —Kirkus Reviews. Ages 4-8, $17.99, Atheneum, 9781481403696.

Stella Brings the Family
Stella’s class is having a Mother’s Day celebra-
tion, but what’s a girl with two daddies to do?
Stella has her Papa and Daddy who take care of
her, and a whole gaggle of other loved ones
who make her feel special and supported every
day. She just doesn’t have a mom to invite to
the party. Fortunately, Stella finds a unique
solution to her party problem in this sweet
story by Miriam Schiffer about love, accept-
ance, and the true meaning of family that
Kirkus calls “essential.” Ages 5-8, $16.99, Chronicle,
9781452111902.

Captain Awesome Goes to 
Superhero Camp
Eugene’s bags are packed and his Super Dude
sleeping bag is rolled up and ready. It’s time to go
to sleepaway camp! But this isn’t just any camp: it’s
Superhero Summer Camp! Captain Awesome and
the Sunnyview Superhero Squad can’t wait to get
some real training at Camp Ka-Pow. That is, until
they meet the Cloudy Heights Super Crew. Could
these campers be supervillains in disguise? With
easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost
every page, Stan Kirby’s Captain Awesome chapter books are per-
fect for beginning readers! Ages 5-9, $16.99, Little Simon, 9781481431545.
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A Handful of Stars
When Lily’s dog runs away, she meets Salma, the daugh-
ter of migrant workers who are in town for the blueber-
ry-picking season. The girls bond, and Salma’s friendship
transforms Lily’s summer. But when Salma decides to
run in the Blueberry Queen pageant, they face tough
truths about friendship and belonging. Should an out-
sider participate in the pageant—and possibly win? Set
amongst the blueberry barrens of eastern Maine, this is a
gorgeous new novel by Newbery Honor author Cynthia
Lord that tackles prejudice and friendship, loss and love.
Ages 8-12, $16.99, Scholastic, 9780545700276.

The Friendship Riddle
Acclaimed author Megan Frazer Blakemore’s charming
mystery is perfect for fans of Chasing Vermeer. Ruth has
been a lone wolf ever since her best friend ditched her.
Finding solace in the library stacks, Ruth finds a riddle in
an old book that she can’t solve alone. Lena and Coco,
two kids in her class could be an option, but is solving this
riddle worth opening herself up again? In this surprising
and emotionally satisfying journey through middle
school, Ruth finds that all heroes need friends by their
side. Ages 8-12, $16.99, Bloomsbury, 9781619636309.

Cuckoo Song
When Triss wakes up after an accident, something is
wrong. She is insatiably hungry, her sister seems scared
of her, her parents share whispers, and her diary has
been ripped up. Triss discovers what happened to her is
more terrible than she imagined—that she is literally not
herself. Set in England after WWI, this is a brilliantly
creepy but ultimately loving story by Frances Hardinge of
two sisters who band together against a world where
nothing is as it seems. Starred reviews from PW, SLJ,
Booklist, and Kirkus. Ages 12-18, $17.95, Amulet,
9781419714801.

I Am Princess X
Best friends, big fans, a mysterious webcomic, and a
long-lost girl collide in this riveting novel by Cherie
Priest, illustrated with comics. Once upon a time, two
friends created a princess. Libby drew the pictures, May
wrote the tales, and their heroine, Princess X, slayed the
dragons. A few years later, Libby died in a car accident,
and Princess X died with her. Now May is sixteen and
lonely, wandering the streets of Seattle, when she discov-
ers a huge Princess X fan base. Could Libby be behind it?
Ages 12+, $18.99, Arthur A. Levine, 9780545620857.

Kids, Tweens, and Up
Best Friend Next Door
Printz Honor and NYT bestselling author Carolyn Mackler
delivers a charming story of a friendship. Meet Hannah.
Her name is a palindrome. Her birthday is on New Year’s.
She wishes she had a cat. Her life has NOT been fun lately;
her best friend next door just moved away and is being
replaced by a new girl. Meet Emme. Her name is a palin-
drome. Her birthday is on New Year’s. She loves her cat.
She’s found moving hard… but at least there’s the girl next
door, Hannah. Is this the perfect friendship… or a recipe
for disaster? Ages 8-12, $16.99, Scholastic, 9780545709446.

The Forget-Me-Not Summer
Leila Howland spins this delightful story for fans of The
Penderwicks and One Crazy Summer. Sisters Marigold,
Zinnia, and Lily have their summer plans crumble when
they are sent to visit their aunt on Cape Cod. Small-town
life is not what these L.A. girls had in mind, and they must
adjust to sharing one room and living without a TV.
However, Aunt Sunny wins them over, and soon the girls
are enjoying clambakes, making friends, and organizing a
talent show... all while learning how to band together as sis-
ters. Ages 8-12, $16.99, HarperCollins, 9780062318695.

Fort
In this boys-will-be-boys story about friendship and
revenge, eleven-year-old Wyatt and his friend Augie are
having the best summer of their lives hanging out in the fort
they built in the woods, fishing, hunting, cooking over a
campfire, and sleeping out. But when two older boys mess
with the fort and with another kid who can’t fight back, the
friends are forced to launch Operation Doom—with unex-
pected results for all concerned—in this novel by Cynthia
DeFelice about two funny and very real young heroes. Ages
8-12, $16.99, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 9780374324278.

Ratscaliber
The Tonight Show showrunner Josh Lieb reinvents the
Excalibur legend—with rats! When Joey is bitten by a rat,
he is amazed by his transformation into a three-inch tall
rodent. And when hunger leads his rat self to pull the spork
from the scone, Joey finds that he has in fact unlocked the
sword Ratscalibur, and must now protect his new rat friends
from the evil crows. But what does an eleven-year-old know
about actual swordplay? And what if Joey no longer wants
to be a rat? Ages 8-12, $16.99, Razorbill, 9781595142429.
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I Am Malala
Raised in a changing Pakistan by an enlightened father
from a poor background and an illiterate mother from a
political family, Malala Yousafzai was taught to stand up
for what she believes. In I Am Malala, she tells her story of
bravery and determination in the face of extremism,
detailing the daily challenges of growing up in a world
transformed by terror. This important book is a message

of hope from one girl who dreams of education for every
girl in every country. $16, Back Bay, 9780316322423.

The Garden of Burning Sand
The powerful political thriller from author Corban Addison.
When a young girl with Down syndrome is sexually assaulted
in a Zambian slum, attorney Zoe Fleming joins police officer
Joseph Kabuta in investigating the rape. Piecing together clues
from the victim’s past, they discover an unsettling connection
between the girl—Kuyeya—and a powerful Zambian family
who will stop at nothing to bury the truth. Opposed on all
sides, they find themselves caught in a dangerous clash
between the forces of justice and power. $14.99, Quercus,
9781623653866.

Euphoria
Lauded on the cover of the New York Times Book Review
and winner of the 2014 New England Book Award for
Fiction, Euphoria is Lily King’s nationally bestselling break-
out novel about three young, gifted anthropologists of the
‘30s caught in a passionate love triangle that threatens their
bonds, their careers, and, ultimately, their lives. Inspired by
events in the life of revolutionary anthropologist Margaret
Mead, Euphoria was one of Salon’s “Best Books of the
Year” and “an intellectually stimulating tour de force”
(NPR.com). $16, Grove, 9780802123701.

Troika
A young Cuban woman passes her nights dancing in a seedy
Florida strip club; a Russian orphan loses everything, then
builds a new and prosperous life for himself in New York; a
woman struggles to maintain her dignity and hope after a
life-changing accident—these are the three members of the
troika whose story is told in Adam Pelzman’s dazzling liter-
ary debut. Perla, Julian, and Sophie discover a world that
forces them to challenge their definitions of commitment,
love, and trust—a world that inspires them to transform
tragedy into beauty. $16, Berkley, 9780425275368.

I Am Having So Much Fun 
Here Without You
In Courtney Maum’s novel, thirty-four-year-old British
artist Richard Haddon is too busy mourning the loss of his
American mistress to a famous cutlery designer to appreci-
ate his fortune. But after a discovery shocks him back to
reality, he resolves to reinvest in his family life...just in time
for his wife to learn of his affair. Rudderless and remorseful,
Richard embarks on a series of misguided attempts to win
Anne back while focusing his energy on a provocative art
piece to prove that he’s still the man she once loved. $16,
Touchstone, 9781476764559. 

Hard Choices
After her 2008 presidential run, Hillary Clinton expected to
return to the US Senate. To her surprise, newly elected
President Barack Obama asked her to serve in his adminis-
tration as Secretary of State. Clinton and Obama had to
repair fractured alliances, wind down two wars, and address
a global financial crisis. By the end of her tenure, Clinton
had gained a global perspective on the major trends reshap-
ing today’s landscape. In Hard Choices, Clinton chronicles
her role in the foreign initiatives and crises that defined
Obama’s first term. $18, Simon and Schuster,
9781476751474.

The Vacationers
Here comes Emma Straub’s delicious, NYT-bestselling book
of the summer: an irresistible novel about the secrets, joys,
and jealousies that rise to the surface during an American
family’s Mediterranean holiday. For the Posts, a two-week
trip to the Balearic island of Mallorca with their extended
family and friends is a celebration: Franny and Jim are
observing their thirty-fifth wedding anniversary, and their
daughter Sylvia has graduated from high school. But over the
course of the vacation, secrets come to light, childhood rival-
ries resurface, and ancient wounds are exacerbated. $16,
Riverhead, 9781594633881.

New in Paperback!
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Fascinating Lives
How I Shed My Skin
Jim Grimsley entered the sixth grade in the same public
school he had attended for five years in his small North
Carolina hometown. But he knew that this year was going
to be different, because that was the year federally mandat-
ed integration of the schools went into effect. Now, over
forty years later, Grimsley, a critically acclaimed novelist,
revisits that school and those times, remembering his per-
sonal reaction to his first real exposure to black children
and to their culture, and his growing awareness of his own
mostly unrecognized racist attitudes. $23.95, Algonquin,
9781616203764. 

The Fellowship
C.S. Lewis is the 20th century’s most widely read Christian
writer and J.R.R. Tolkien its most beloved mythmaker. For
three decades, they and their closest associates formed a lit-
erary club known as the Inklings. The group shared their
works in progress, argued, debated, and gave one another
companionship, inspiration, and criticism. This group biog-
raphy by Philip and Carol Zaleski offers the first complete
rendering of the lives and works of the Inklings, who sought
to revitalize literature and faith in the 20th century’s dark-
est years—and did so. $35, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux,
9780374154097.

Do No Harm
What is it like to be a brain surgeon? How do you live with
the consequences of performing a potentially lifesaving
operation when it all goes wrong? If you believe that brain
surgery is a precise and exquisite craft, practiced by calm,
detached doctors, Henry Marsh’s award-winning, brutally
honest account will make you think again. With astonishing
compassion and candor, Marsh reveals the profoundly
moving triumphs, the haunting regrets, and the moments of
black humor that characterize a brain surgeon’s life in Do
No Harm: Stories of Life, Death, and Brain Surgery. $25.99,
Thomas Dunne, 9781250065810.

On the Move
When Oliver Sacks was twelve years old, a schoolmaster
wrote: “Sacks will go far, if he does not go too far.” But
Sacks has never stopped. With unbridled honesty and
humor, Sacks shares his life experiences as a young neurol-
ogist in the 1960s, his obsession with motorcycles and
speed, his struggles with drug addiction, and his engage-
ment with patients. On the Move: A Life is the autobiogra-
phy of a brilliantly unconventional physician and writer who
has illuminated the many ways that the brain makes us
human. $27.95, Knopf, 9780385352543.

Mo’ Meta Blues: 
The World According to Questlove
Ahmir “Questlove” Thompson is many things: virtuoso
drummer, producer, arranger, Late Night with Jimmy Fallon
bandleader, DJ, composer, and tireless Tweeter. He is one of
our most ubiquitous cultural tastemakers, and in this, his first
book, he reveals his own formative experiences—from 
growing up in 1970s West Philly as the son of a 1950s doo-
wop singer, to finding his own way through the music world
and ultimately co-founding and rising up with the Roots,
a.k.a., the last hip hop band on Earth. $16, Grand Central,
9781455501373.

Picnic in Provence
When Elizabeth Bard, her husband, and son arrive in
Provence, they discover a land of blue skies, lavender fields,
and peaches that taste like sunshine. Seduced by local ingre-
dients, they become culinary entrepreneurs, starting their
own artisanal ice cream shop and experimenting with flavors
like saffron and fruity olive oil. Filled with enticing recipes
for stuffed zucchini flowers, fig tart, and honey and thyme ice
cream, Picnic in Provence: a Memoir with Recipes by
Elizabeth Bard is the story of everything that happens after
the happily ever after. $26, Little, Brown, 9780316246163.

In Montmartre
Sue Roe has blended exceptional scholarship with graceful
prose to write this remarkable portrait of the artists who
transformed painting, sculpture, dance, music, literature, and
fashion. She describes the origins of movements like
Fauvism, Cubism, and Futurism, and reconstructs the stories
behind immortal paintings by Picasso and Matisse. Relating
the colorful lives and relationships of this dramatic bohemi-
an scene, Roe illuminates the era’s excitement when these
bold experiments in artistic representation and performance
began to take shape in In Montmartre: Picasso, Matisse, and
the Birth of Modernist Art. $29.95, Penguin, 9781594204951.
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Real courage is when you
know you’re licked before
you begin, but you begin
anyway and see it through
no matter what.

— Harper Lee



Dad’s Book of Awesome Recipes
Whether your kids have been preparing their own
lunches for years or are just starting out in the kitchen,
Dad’s Book of Awesome Recipes is your all-in-one guide
to helping them create tasty meals your family will
devour. From Veggie Rolls to Pasta alla Carbonara,
Mike Adamick offers instructions for 100+ kid-friend-
ly recipes that are perfect for snack time, breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. Each page helps you inspire your 
little chefs to take the lead in the kitchen and make
culinary creations of their own. Happy cooking! $18.99,
Adams, 9781440588174.

The Beetlebung Farm Cookbook
This cookbook celebrates the seasonal farm- and
ocean-to-table fare that has won accolades for chef
Chris Fischer. After working in New York and London,
Fischer returned to his farm on Martha’s Vineyard to
grow the freshest produce, raise organic livestock, fish
the surrounding waters, and gather friends for unforget-
table meals, often served in the farm’s greenhouse
under the stars. The book includes more than 100
recipes, organized seasonally and presented on hand-

printed letterpress menus with dishes like Lobster Pan Roast, Fennel Sausage
with Oysters, and Roast Leg of Lamb. $35, Little, Brown, 9780316404075.

Food52 Genius Recipes
Some recipes surprise us and make us rethink the way
we cook. They might involve an unexpectedly simple
technique, debunk a kitchen myth, or apply a familiar
ingredient in a new way. They’re handed down by lumi-
naries of the food world and become their legacies.
These are what Food52 Executive Editor Kristen
Miglore calls genius recipes. In this book, she compiles
100 of these culinary gems with tips, riffs, mini-recipes,
and stunning photographs from James Ransom, to cre-
ate a cooking canon that will stand the test of time. $35,
Ten Speed, 9781607747970.

The Craft Beer Revolution
Citing hundreds of creative businesses like Samuel
Adams, Deschutes Brewery, New Belgium, Dogfish
Head, and Harpoon, Stephen Hindy shows how their
combined efforts have grabbed 10 percent of the US
beer market—and how Budweiser, Miller, and Coors
are creating their own craft-style beers to court credibil-
ity with a new generation of discerning eaters and
drinkers. This is a timely and fascinating look at what
America’s new generation of entrepreneurs can learn
from the intrepid pioneering brewers who are trans-
forming the way Americans enjoy this wonderful, inex-
pensive, storied beverage: beer. $16, Palgrave,
9781137280121. 

Food for the Body, Food for Thought
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Empire of Deception
Chicago at the dawn of the Roaring Twenties. Enter a
slick, charismatic lawyer named Leo Koretz, who enticed
hundreds of people to invest as much as $30 million in
phantom timberland and oil wells. When Leo’s scheme
finally collapsed in 1923, he vanished, beginning an inter-
national manhunt that lasted almost a year. His mysteri-
ous death in a Chicago prison topped anything in his
almost-too-bizarre-to-believe life. Leo Koretz was the
Bernie Madoff of his day, and author Dean Jobb shows
us that the dream of easy wealth is a timeless commodi-
ty. $27.95, Algonquin, 9781616201753.

The Hidden History of 
America at War
Multi-million-copy bestselling historian Kenneth C.
Davis sets his sights on war stories in The Hidden History
of America at War. In prose that will remind you of “the
best teacher you ever had” (People Magazine), Davis
brings to life six emblematic battles, revealing untold
tales that span our nation’s history, from the
Revolutionary War to Iraq. Along the way, he illumi-
nates why we go to war, who fights, the grunt’s-eye view
of combat, and how these conflicts reshaped our military
and national identity. $30, Hachette, 9781401324100.

How to Bake Pi
Many of us think math is hard, but, as Eugenia Cheng makes
clear, math is actually designed to make difficult things easi-
er. Combined with infectious enthusiasm for cooking and a
zest for life, Cheng’s perspective on math becomes this sin-
gular book: a funny, lively, and clear journey no popular
book on math has explored before. How to Bake Pi: An
Edible Exploration of the Mathematics of Mathematics will
dazzle, amuse, and enlighten even the most hardened math-
phobe. So, what is math? Let’s look for the answer in the
kitchen. $27.50, Basic, 9780465051717.
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After a While You Just Get Used to It: 
A Tale of Family Clutter
A dive bar palm reader who calls herself the Disco Queen Taiwan; a slumlord
with a penis-of-the-day LISTSERV; and Betty, the middle-aged Tales of the
Cocktail volunteer who soils her pants on a party bus: these are just a few of
the unforgettable characters who populate Gwendolyn Knapp’s hilarious and
heartbreaking yet ultimately uplifting memoir debut. Interwoven with her
memories of her upbringing are Knapp’s chronicles of her struggles to stay
afloat in New Orleans, odd jobs, teaching inner city kids. $26.95, Gotham,
9781592409136.

Henry Howard: Louisiana’s Architect
Irish-born American Henry Howard started as a carpenter and stair builder
in 1836 New York. He arrived in New Orleans the following year, soon
establishing a reputation for distinctive designs that blended American and
European trends. His career gained momentum as he went on to design an
extraordinarily diverse portfolio of magnificent residences and civic build-
ings in New Orleans and its environs. Henry Howard by Robert Brantlet and
Victor McGee is a lavishly produced clothbound volume featuring hun-
dreds of contemporary and archival images and a comprehensive analysis
of his built work. $60, Princeton Architechtural Press, 9781616892784.

Lost New Orleans
Organized chronologically, starting with the earliest losses and ending
with the latest, this book features much-loved New Orleans insitutions
that failed to stand the test of time, such as grand buildings erected in
the Victorian era that were too costly to be refurbished, or movie the-
aters that the age of television made redundant. More than 60 losses
from 1900 up to the present day include the Old French Opera House;
New Orleans Cotton Exchange; Old Masonic Temple; Poydras Market;

Olivier Plantation House; Washington Artillery Hall; Union Railroad Depot; New Orleans
Public Library; Godchaux’s; Lower Ninth Ward; and Le Beau House. $19.95, Pavilion,
9781909815605.

Bayou Magic
It’s Maddy’s turn to have a bayou summer. At first she misses life in the city,
but soon she grows to love her new surroundings—the glimmering fireflies, the
glorious landscape, and something else, deep within the water, that only Maddy
sees. As her grandmother shares wisdom about sayings and signs, Maddy real-
izes she may be the only sibling to carry on her family’s magical legacy. And
when an oil leak threatens the bayou, she may be the only one who can help.
Does she have what it takes to be a hero? $17, Little, Brown, 9780316224840.

Trombone Shorty
Hailing from the Treme neighborhood in New Orleans, Troy Trombone
Shorty Andrews got his nickname by wielding a trombone twice as long as
he was high. He was leading his own band by age six, and today this
Grammy-nominated artist headlines the legendary New Orleans Jazz
Fest. Along with esteemed illustrator Bryan Collier, Andrews has created
a lively picture book autobiography about how he followed his dream of
becoming a musician, despite the odds, until he reached international

stardom. Trombone Shorty is a celebration of the rich cultural history of New Orleans and the
power of music. $17.95, Abrams Books for Young Readers, 9781419714658.

Allen the Alligator Counts through New Orleans 
“One alligator named Allen, wearing a silver medallion, boarded the
Elysian Fields bus. He greeted the driver, paid his fare and spotted
his good pal Gus.” What follows is a day full of fun and adventure,
from eating classic New Orleans cuisine to stopping bullies and tour-
ing a police station. Allen the Alligator Counts Through New Orleans
stands apart from other children’s counting books because it shows
numbers being used in a natural way. $15, 9780692355817.

OCTAVIA BOOKS SCIENCE FICTION 
BOOK CLUB

Second Saturday at 10:30 am

Saturday, June 13, 10:30am
Heat by Arthur Herzog
With uncanny skill, Arthur Herzog, best-selling
author of The Swarm and Earthsound has blended fic-
tion and fact into a terrifying story of the near future
when ecological doom beckons. Lawrence Pick, engi-
neer, gathers startling evidence that the world’s
weather may be rapidly changing, as a prelude to a

fundamental alteration in global climate. In a secret underground
laboratory, he and a team of equally skilled scientists learn that the
level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, largely due to the overuse
of energy, will ascend to the point where no living thing can survive.
$15.95, iUniverse, 9780595271498. 

Saturday, July 11, 10:30am
The Carbon Diaries 2015 by Saci Lloyd
In the year 2015, global warming has begun to ravage
the environment. In response, the UK becomes the
first country to mandate carbon rationing—a well-
intentioned plan that goes tragically awry. One girl
attempts to stay grounded in a world where disaster
has become the norm, and tells her story through
diary entries. $17.95, Holiday House, 9780823421909.

OCTAVIA BOOKS BOOK CLUB
Third Saturday at 10:30 am

Saturday, June 20, 10:30am
Dept. of Speculation by Jenny Offill
Dept. of Speculation is a rumination on the mysteries of
intimacy, trust, faith, knowledge, and the condition of
universal shipwreck that unites us all. The heroine,
referred to in these pages as simply the wife, once
exchanged love letters with her husband, postmarked
Dept. of Speculation, their code name for all the uncer-

tainty that inheres in the strangely fluid confines of a long relationship.
As they confront an array of common catastrophes—a colicky baby,
bedbugs, a faltering marriage, stalled ambitions—the wife analyzes her
predicament, invoking everything from Keats and Kafka to the lessons
of doomed Russian cosmonauts. $15, Vintage, 9780345806871.

Saturday, July 18, 10:30am
Space Between Us by Thrity Umrigar
Poignant, evocative, and unforgettable, The Space
Between Us is an intimate portrait of a distant yet
familiar world. Set in modern-day India, it is the story
of two compelling and achingly real women: Sera
Dubash, an upper-middle-class Parsi housewife
whose opulent surroundings hide the shame and dis-

appointment of her abusive marriage, and Bhima, a stoic illiterate
hardened by a life of despair and loss, who has worked in the Dubash
household for more than twenty years. $14.99, HarperPerennial,
9780060791568.
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SARAH PEKKANEN
Things You Won’t Say
Monday, June 1, 6 pm
Every morning, as her husband Mike straps on his Sig Sauer
and pulls on his heavy Magnum boots, Jamie Anderson
tenses up. Then comes the call she has always feared: a
shooting at police headquarters. Mike isn’t hurt, but his
long-time partner is grievously injured. As weeks pass and
her husband’s insomnia and disconnectedness mount, Jamie

realizes he is an invisible casualty of the attack. Then the phone rings again.
Another shooting—and this time it’s Mike who pulled the trigger. 

JOHN ROSENTHAL, Photographer

and LOLIS ERIC ELIE
After: The Silence of the 
Lower 9th Ward
Thursday, June 25, 6 pm
Ten years after Katrina, Safe Harbor Books is honored
to publish John Rosenthal’s photographs of the Lower

9th Ward. About his time there Mr. Rosenthal comments, “What I found and
what I photographed wasn’t the remnants of a dangerous and dilapidated
neighborhood now demolished by a hurricane, but the vestiges of a working-
class community in which aspiration contended with scarcity, and where reli-
gious faith found expression on every block. From my perspective, the floodwa-
ters had washed away not only bricks and mortar, but also the toxic stereotypes

that separate us from each other.”

KENT WASCOM
Secessia — BOOK LAUNCH
Tuesday, July 7, 6 pm
New Orleans, May 1862. The city is rife with madness and
rage. When twelve-year-old Joseph Woolsack disappears
from his home, he draws into the unrest his mother, Elise,
a mixed-race woman passing for white, and his father,

Angel, whose long and wicked life is drawing to a close. What follows forces
mother and son into a dark new world as their paths intersect with General
Benjamin Butler of Massachusetts, a man who history will call a beast, but
whose avarice and brutal acumen are ideally suited to the task of governing an
ungovernable city. 

SUZANNE PALMIERI
The Witch of Bourbon Street
Wednesday, July 8, 6 pm
Sorrow estate was once home to a magical family—the
Sorrows—but now sits in ruins ever since a series of murders
in 1902. Now the ghosts of girls in white dresses shift in and
out of view, reliving the past. Frances Green Sorrow is born

carrying the “signs;” it is believed she will finally resurrect the glory of her fam-
ily and set the Sorrows ghosts free. But Frances is no savior. Set amidst the col-
orful charm of The French Quarter and remote bayous of Tivoli Parish 
The Witch of Bourbon Street is a story of family, redemption, and forgiveness. 

LAURA LANE McNEAL 
Dollbaby
Thursday, July 9, 6 pm
When Ibby Bell’s father dies during the summer of 1964, her
mother deposits eleven-year-old Ibby in New Orleans with
her eccentric grandmother, Fannie. Her grandmother’s run-
down Victorian mansion is like no place Ibby’s ever been,
and Fannie like no one she’s ever met. Luckily, Ibby falls
under the care of Fannie’s black cook, Queenie, and her out-

spoken daughter Dollbaby, who initiate her into the ways of the
South, both its grand traditions and its darkest secrets.

HARRISON SCOTT KEY
The World’s Largest Man
Friday, July 24, 6 pm
Harrison Scott Key grew up in Mississippi, among pious
women and men who either shot things or got women preg-
nant. At the center of his world was his larger-than-life
father: a hunter, fighter, football coach. Harrison, with his
love of books and excessive interest in hugging, couldn’t have
been less like Pop, and when it became clear that he was not

able to kill anything very well, he resolved to become everything his father was
not. Sly, heartfelt, and tirelessly hilarious, The World’s Largest Man is an unfor-
gettable memoir of the story of a boy’s struggle to reconcile himself with an
impossibly outsized role model.

Where’s Waldo? It’s no surprise that Waldo has cho-
sen to hang out near his favorite bookstore in beauti-
ful uptown New Orleans for the third year in a row for
his July vacation! The famous children’s book charac-
ter in the striped shirt and black-rimmed specs is out
hobnobbing at different independent local shops all
around Octavia Books—from ice cream parlors,
snowball stands, chocolate shops, and bakeries to toy
stores, hobby shops, movie theaters, and bike shops.
Those who spot him can win prizes, including stickers,
book coupons and more, with the top prize being a
six-volume deluxe set of Waldo books.

Anyone who wishes to participate can drop by Octavia
Books to pick up a “Find Waldo Local in New Orleans!”
passport with the names of all the participating business, and
get their passport stamped or signed for each Waldo they
spot starting July 1st.

The first 100 Waldo seekers to get their passports stamped or
signed at ten or more sites can bring their passports back to
Octavia Books to collect prizes. Collecting store stamps or
signatures at 20 or more businesses will entitle diligent seek-
ers to enter in a grand prize drawing at a special Waldo Party
at 5:30 pm on Friday, July 31. There is no charge to partici-
pate. And the hunt lasts for the entire month of July.

Find Waldo in Uptown New Orleans
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